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To conduct numerical simulations of long-term fault behavior including earthquake sequences10
and aseismic slip, we utilize the spectral boundary integral method to solve the elastodynamic11
equations of motion coupled with friction boundary conditions, including the evolution of pore12
fluid pressure and temperature on the fault coupled with off-fault diffusion32, 49. Our simulations13
consider mode III slip on a 1-D fault embedded into a 2-D uniform, isotropic, elastic medium. At14
each time step, slip rates and shear tractions are calculated for each cell of the discretized fault15
by equating fault shear stress to frictional shear resistance. The evolution of shear stress at each16
cell depends on loading conditions as well as coupled interactions with slip at other fault cells17
through wave-mediated static and dynamic stress transfers. The use of adaptive time-stepping in18
our methodology allows us to resolve earthquake sequences in their entirety, including the sponta-19
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neous nucleation process, dynamic rupture propagation, postseismic slip following rupture events,20
and the interseismic period between events that can last up to tens or hundreds of years.21
In all of our fault models, we use the laboratory-derived Dieterich-Ruina rate-and-state fric-22
tion law with the state evolution governed by the aging law50, 51, 53:23
τ = σf(V, θ) = (σ − p)
[









θ̇ = 1− V θ
L
, (S2)
where σ is the effective normal stress, σ is the normal stress, p is the pore fluid pressure, f∗ is25
the reference steady-state friction coefficient at reference sliding rate V∗, L is the characteristic26
slip distance, and a and b are the direct effect and evolution effect parameters, respectively. Other27
formulations for the evolution of the state variable exist, such as the slip law51 as well as various28
composite laws, and the formulation that best describes various laboratory experiments remains a29
topic of ongoing research54. However, the choice of the state evolution law should not substantially30
influence the results of this study, as the evolution of shear resistance during dynamic rupture31
within our simulations is dominated by the presence of enhanced weakening mechanisms. We use32
the version of the expressions (S1-S2) regularized for zero and negative slip rates32.33
During conditions of steady-state sliding (θ̇ = 0), the friction coefficient is expressed as:34




The combination of frictional properties (a− b) > 0 results in steady-state velocity-strengthening35
(VS) behavior, where stable slip is expected, and properties resulting in (a− b) < 0 lead to steady-36
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state velocity-weakening (VW) behavior, where accelerating slip and hence stick-slip occur for37
sufficiently large regions. The total fault domain of size λ is partitioned into a frictional region of38
size λfr where we solve for the balance of shear stress and frictional shear resistance, as well as a39
loading region at the edges where the fault is prescribed to slip at a tectonic plate rate (Supplemen-40
tary Fig. S14). The frictional interface is composed of a region with velocity-weakening frictional41
properties of size λVW , surrounded by a velocity-strengthening domain. Most simulations are per-42
formed on a fault with a 24-km VW region, however we perform some additional studies with43
a 50-km VW region to verify that our results are consistent for longer fault models. Values for44
parameters used in our simulations are provided in Supplementary Tables S1-5.45
Note that the concept of ”static strength” is not uniquely defined in such rate-and-state for-46
mulations of shear resistance in which slip rate is non-zero for any non-zero shear stress of the47
regularized friction formulation. Even if slip is prescribed at a fixed sliding rate, friction depends48
on the history of previous slip through the evolution of the state variable, which aims to capture the49
evolution of local contacts. However, at each fixed sliding rate V , the friction eventually evolves to50
the steady-state value fss(V ) given by (S3). While that steady-state value depends on the sliding51
rate, the dependence is relatively minor, as it is logarithmic and (a− b) ∼ 0.01 or less. We refer to52
this collection of similar friction values at slow slip rates appropriate for fault creep and earthquake53
nucleation as ”quasi-static” friction coefficient. The product of this quasi-static friction coefficient54
and the effective confining stress (normal stress minus pore fluid pressure p) gives the shear re-55
sistance of faults at slow sliding rates, which we call quasi-static strength. As the representative56
value of such quasi-static strength, we choose the shear resistance of the fault steadily creeping at57
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the prescribed long-term tectonic plate rate Vplate with the interseismic value of the pore pressure58
pint (i.e. the value of pore pressure not affected by thermal pressurization of pore fluids):59
τ strengthquasi-static = τss(Vplate) = (σ − pint)
[






Laboratory experiments have shown that the standard rate-and-state laws (Equations S1-60
S2) work well for relatively slow slip rates (10−9 to 10−3 m/s). However, at higher slip rates,61
including average seismic slip rates of ∼1 m/s, additional dynamic weakening mechanisms, such62
as thermal pressurization, can be present. Thermal pressurization occurs when pore fluids within63
the fault shearing layer heat up, expand, and pressurize during dynamic rupture, reducing the64
effective normal stress, and therefore shear resistance6, 32, 55. Thermal pressurization is governed in65
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where T is the temperature of the pore fluid, αhy is the hydraulic diffusivity, αth is the thermal69
diffusivity, τV is the source of shear heating distributed over a Gaussian shear layer of half-width70
w, ρc is the specific heat, y is the distance normal to the fault plane, and Λ is the coupling coefficient71
that gives pore pressure change per unit temperature change under undrained conditions.72
The efficiency of the thermal pressurization process depends on the interplay of several pa-73
rameters, where it may be the dominant weakening mechanism during unstable slip for some phys-74
ical regimes 6, 56. Shear heating, τV , must be strong enough to raise the temperature, given both75
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the specific heat of the rock, ρc, and the half-width of the shear zone, w. Furthermore, this heat76
generation must not be dissipated too quickly by the thermal diffusivity, αth, of the system. If suf-77
ficient heat is generated, the temperature of the system increases, and this increase is coupled into78
an increase in pressure of the fluid. The fluid then pressurizes as long as the hydraulic diffusivity,79
αhy, is not too large. Some of these parameters are relatively well constrained from laboratory80
experiments: αth = 10−6 m/s and ρc = 2.7 MPa K13, 32, 57. The change in pore pressure given a81
degree increase in temperature is described by the coupling coefficient Λ, which depends on the82
extent of damage and inelastic dilation around the shearing layer, with typical values ranging from83
0.1 for highly damaged wall rock to 1 MPa/K for intact wall rock6, 57. Two other parameters that84
substantially control the efficiency of thermal pressurization are the half-width of the shear zone85
w and hydraulic diffusivity αhy, which can vary significantly: w can vary from 10−3 m to 10−186
m and αhy can vary from 10−2 m2/s to 10−6 m2/s 6. Changing these two parameters within these87
ranges can make thermal pressurization either very efficient or completely negligible. The values88
we have chosen are motivated by prior studies6, 32 as well as our goal of examining ruptures with89
both efficient and inefficient enhanced dynamic weakening. In our simulations, we use uniform90
values for all hydrothermal properties other than w throughout the entire domain, as indicated in91
Tables S1, S3. w is set to the values shown in Table S3 within the VW region, and then smoothly92
expands, over a 1 km region at the transition to the VS regions, to a 1-m shearing layer, so that93
thermal pressurization is effectively disabled in the VS regions.94
In addition to thermal pressurization, we also consider a model with enhanced dynamic95
weakening due to flash heating6, which has been shown to be efficient at generating self-healing96
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pulses22, 58. Flash heating occurs when highly stressed microcontacts heat up dramatically during97
rapid slip and weaken dynamically. This process is often modeled with a characteristic slip veloc-98
ity Vw at which flash heating activates. The friction coefficient then evolves to a residual level fw99
and remains there during rapid sliding. To model flash heating, we make slight modifications to100
our steady-state rate-and-state equations to take into account the weakening following52:101
fss(V ) = f(V, θss(V )) =
f(V, L/V )− V|V |fw





where V is the slip rate on the fault, Vw is the characteristic slip velocity at which flash heating102
becomes effective, and fw is the residual friction coefficient. Values for parameters used in our103
simulations with flash heating are provided in Table S4.104
Other mechanisms can act in the fault shear zone to produce similar enhanced weakening105
effects to thermal pressurization, including the thermal decomposition of rocks59, 60, macroscopic106
melting15, 61, 62, elastohydrolubrication 63, and silica gel formation61–63. We use thermal pressur-107
ization in most of our simulations to demonstrate the effects of enhanced dynamic weakening,108
however the effects should be qualitatively consistent for other weakening mechanisms.109
Earthquakes can nucleate only if the steady-state velocity-weakening region is larger than110
the nucleation size h∗. For 2D problems, two theoretical estimates of the nucleation size in mode111










(b− a)2(σ − p)
(S8)
where µ is the shear modulus. Another important physical length-scale is the cohesive zone which113
represents the region at the rupture front under which the primary breakdown in shear resistance114
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with C1 being a constant and the weakening rate W = bσL for the standard rate-and-state friction117
law. As the rupture speed increases to the limiting wave speed cL (cL is the shear wave speed in118
mode III), the cohesive zone collapses towards zero. Stronger rate-weakening mechanisms, such119
as thermal pressurization and flash heating, result in much larger weakening rates and reductions120
in the cohesive zone size, such that the criterion for sufficient numerical resolution becomes far121
more restrictive.122
Previous studies established that Λ0/∆z of 3 to 5 is required to resolve dynamic ruptures123
with relatively mild weakening imposed through linear slip-weakening friction66. However we124
find that this is not sufficient with more efficient enhanced dynamic weakening, such as that which125
results in self-healing pulses. If one considers adiabatic and undrained conditions, then an upper126





For the simulations with the most efficient thermal pressurization in this study (fpeak ≈ 0.9, τpeak ≈128
45 MPa, Λ = 0.34 MPa/K and w = 1 mm), WTP is about 2035 MPa/m, which is five to six times129
larger than the weakening rate from rate-and-state friction WRS = 375 MPa/m. We therefore use130
a spatial discretization of ∆z = 3.3 m which resolves the quasi-static cohesive zone estimate by131
at least 25 cells and the nucleation size with more than 88 cells. This more stringent resolution132
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criterion motivates the choice of 2-D calculations for this study. We have compared the results of133
our 2-D simulations with fully dynamic 3-D simulations for models with milder enhanced dynamic134
weakening and find qualitatively similar results.135
Methodologies for computing seismological inferences136
In our dynamic simulations, the slip and stress evolution is computed at every point along the137
fault at all times. As such, we are able to calculate the the local and average energy quantities, stress138
and slip directly in our models (Supplementary Fig. S15). We utilize the averaging methodology139
of Noda and Lapusta (2012 to compute the energetically averaged properties directly from the local140
properties along the fault. The initial distribution of shear traction on the fault before an earthquake141
is denoted by τ ini(z). An earthquake produces a slip distribution δ(z) and the traction along the142
fault changes to τ fin(z). In our models, there is small non-zero slip everywhere on the fault during143
every event due to the nature of the rate-and-state framework. In terms of determining the area144
associated with the dynamic rupture process, it is appropriate to only consider points where the145
inertial term becomes significant. However, there is no exact quantitative criterion to define that.146
Hence we follow prior studies47, 49, 67, 68 by defining the ruptured domain Σ to consist of locations147
that exceed a threshold slip rate of Vth:148
Σ = {z ∈ Ω|V (z) > Vth}. (S11)
There is a sharp falloff in slip rate outside the ruptured area down to the creeping rate many or-149
ders of magnitude below the seismic slip rate. Thus, changing the threshold by even an order of150
magnitude or two does not change the rupture size appreciably. For the simulations presented in151
this study, we use a threshold of Vth = 0.01 m/s. We have explored the sensitivity of the rupture152
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area calculated based on Vth ranging from 10−3 to 10−1 m/s and find minor variations, within 1%.153
Given this criterion for the rupture area, we are able to calculate all of the averaged and energetic154
quantities directly from the local properties along the fault.155
For natural earthquakes, it is difficult to precisely determine the rupture area due to non-156
uniqueness and smoothing during inversion procedure. For large events, the rupture shape and157
dimension may be determined from finite-fault inversions, along with the corresponding local158
changes in slip and stress, depending on the parameterization of the inversion, including the choice159
of a minimum slip threshold for a given region to slip before being considered part of the ruptured160
area24, 68–70. Note that many seismological studies infer average slip, moment-based stress drops,161
and rupture dimensions for earthquakes based on spectral representations of the seismic waveforms162
fitted by a model based on a circular crack with constant rupture speed6, 26, 27. The stress drop con-163
sistent with energy partitioning is the energy-based or slip-weighted stress drop, which was proven164
to always be larger than the moment-based estimate68. This reality, along with resolution limita-165
tions and the application of smoothing during inversions, suggest that seismologically estimated166
average stress drops most likely provide lower estimates for the needed energy-based stress drops167
for energy partitioning68, 71. Some recent studies used finite-fault inversions to estimate energy-168
based stress drops directly24.169
In this study, we compare the averaged source properties from our simulated ruptures with170
published seismological inferences from 114 large (Mw ≥ 7.0) megathrust earthquakes between171
1990 and 201524, as well as inferences from the large crustal earthquakes shown in Table S6.172
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The inferences for megathrust earthquakes, such as the energy-based stress drops, are based on173
teleseismic finite fault inversions, where the final rupture models depend on the choice of rupture174
speed in the parameterization of the inversion. For the comparisons in this study, we utilize the175
results of published finite fault inversions with a rupture speed of 2.5 km/s24.176
Only moment-based estimates of static stress drop can be determined for the large crustal177
earthquakes, given published inferences of seismic moment and rupture dimensions. The estimates178
of the moment-based stress drop vary by about a factor of 2 given the assumed geometry of the179
source region and the dimensions inferred from published finite fault inversions. These estimates180
of moment-based stress drop most likely represent lower bounds for the energy-based stress drop,181
which is the more appropriate stress drop for considerations of energy partitioning. Published182
teleseismic and regional estimates of radiated energy for the large crustal earthquakes in Table S6183
vary by about a factor of 4 within the published references.184
Shear heating during frictional sliding185
We aim to explore conditions compatible with the inferred low-stress, low-heat operation of186
mature faults. In addition, as the constitutive behavior in our simulations does not account for the187
production of macroscopic melt, maintaining temperatures below those for which substantial melt188
formation would be expected is important for producing models that are physically self-consistent.189
Frictional formulations such as standard rate-and-state laws as well as flash heating do not depend190
on macroscopic temperature changes and are therefore mathematically agnostic to the localization191
of shear and corresponding shear heating. We monitor the temperature changes throughout all of192
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our simulations and use the results from only those simulations in which temperatures remain be-193
low 1000 0C, a representative equilibrium melting temperature for granitic compositions in Earth’s194
crust6. Figure S17 illustrates the evolution of maximum fault temperature change over sequences195
of earthquakes and slow slip for the three models shown in Fig. 3 of the main text.196
The rate of shear heating during sliding on a frictional interface is proportional to the shear197
resistance and sliding rate, τV , and the average shear stress associated with dissipation and heat198












where Ω is the area of the fault interface. The associated temperature increase due to distributed200
shear within a shearing layer heavily depends upon the degree of localization. Let us consider201
the temperature rise due to slip distributed over a Gaussian shear layer with half-width, w. The202
temperature rise at the center of the layer as a function of time can be expressed as6:203








w2 + 2αth(t− t′)
(S13)
where αth is the thermal diffusivity and ρc is the specific heat. In the simplified case of dissipation204
due to sliding at a fixed slip rate and a fixed residual stress level, ignoring any dissipation associated205
with the breakdown process during a rupture, the peak temperature change as a function of the206
shear zone half-width and the prescribed dynamic resistance level, assuming 1 and 5 meters of slip207
at V = 1 m/s, is shown in Supplementary Fig. S18. Substantial temperature increase is expected as208
the shearing layer becomes localized between 1 - 10 mm, except for very low dynamic resistance209
levels. For w = 1 mm, temperatures would be expected to increase by over 1000o C if the dynamic210
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resistance is greater than 3 MPa. Even for a much broader layer of w = 10 mm, substantial211
temperature increase would be expected for sliding at stress levels above 10 MPa. Note that, for slip212
rates higher than 1 m/s as commonly observed in dynamic rupture simulations, the shear heating213
production rate increases, leading to even higher temperatures. In addition, this consideration214
ignores the dissipation associated with the breakdown process, which may be comparable to or215
even greater than the dissipation at low residual stress levels.216
Approximation for off-fault plasticity217
As enhanced dynamic weakening can lead to rapid and large dynamic stress changes, the218
slip rates in models with perfectly linear elastic bulk materials can reach unphysical levels ( > 100219
m/s), particularly for fault models with higher effective normal stress (e.g. σ = 100 MPa). In real220
rocks, such high slip rates, and hence strain rates, would be mitigated by the onset of additional221
inelastic deformation around the rupture front, which is not explicitly included in the spectral222
boundary integral method that we use.223
Numerical studies of dynamic rupture propagation with off-fault Drucker-Prager plasticity have224
shown that imposing a maximum slip velocity can mimic the effect of off-fault energy loss due to225
the plastic yielding of the off-fault materials under high strain rates34. In full consideration of plas-226
ticity, the yielding conditions depend upon the bulk material properties and confining conditions.227
For consistency and simplicity, here we employ a fixed value of Vmax = 15 m/s, motivated by yield-228
ing considerations at a representative seismogenic depth of 10 km34. We have explored a range of229
maximum velocities in our simulations and found that the qualitative behavior of the resulting230
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ruptures, including the relationships among seismological parameters of interest, such as radiated231
energy, apparent stress, radiation efficiencies, stress drop, and average slip, do not substantially232
change for velocity limits of 10 m/s or above.233
Interestingly, we find that the effect of mimicking the off-fault dissipation through the slip ve-234
locity limit is much larger for single ruptures with a given prestress than for ruptures in sequences235
of earthquakes and slow slip. Limiting slip velocities for single ruptures with the same prestress236
conditions can result in slower rupture propagation and diminished slip (Supplementary Fig. S19).237
In the context of sequences of events, however, the additional dissipation is balanced by ruptures238
nucleating at slightly higher average shear prestress in the cases that we have examined. This com-239
pensation, in turn, results in similar kinematics, such as average slip and stress drops, but mildly240
different energy partitioning (Supplementary Fig. S20). Simulations of single dynamic ruptures241
with the explicit incorporation of off-fault plasticity as well as enhanced dynamic weakening due242
to flash heating have also shown that the addition of off-fault plasticity increases the prestress lev-243
els at which self-healing pulses may occur58. In our simulations, we find that, following the first244
several events (Fig. 20), the average stress drop and slip tend to be comparable for simulations with245
and without the velocity limit, though the average breakdown energy and radiated energy differ.246
The initial weakening rate during ruptures is generally similar (Supplementary Fig. S20), but it is247
eventually slightly restricted by the velocity limit, leading to mildly larger G, which is expected248
with the incorporation of off-fault plasticity. However, while ∆τ is similar, τ ini and τ fin are both249
higher for ruptures including the velocity limit, though the dynamic level τ dyn is more or less the250
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same, resulting in a larger undershoot and therefore more radiated energy for the same static stress251
drop and slip (Supplementary Fig. S20).252
These results highlight the importance of studying effects of off-fault plasticity on rupture253
propagation within the context of earthquake sequences where stress conditions evolve in a self-254
consistent manner based on previous slip events. Note that for much more stringent and per-255
haps unreasonable limits (e.g., Vmax = 1 m/s) favor higher prestress conditions and predominantly256
crack-like rupture propagation. The specific effects of off-fault plasticity on rupture propagation257
and energy partitioning merits much more detailed study.258
Reference to idealized crack model259
In comparing local slip duration of crack-like and pulse-like ruptures (Fig 3 of the main text),260
we refer to the idealized case of a 2-D antiplane rupture expanding as a symmetric elliptical crack261
with constant rupture speed and stress drop, which has been extensively studied both analytically262
and numerically31, 89. The rupture expands with constant rupture speed vr to a crack half-length a,263
then abruptly arrests at t = tarr = a
vr












where µ is the shear modulus, ∆τ is the stress drop which is uniform over the rupture length, cs265
is the shear wave speed, and E is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind. Following266
the abrupt arrest is a period of wave-mediated stress redistribution along with the propagation267
of healing waves from the ends of the rupture. This period of stress redistribution leads to an268
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The wave-mediated stress adjustment following rupture arrest results in a stress overshoot where270
the final stress is lower than the dynamic sliding level. This stress overshoot can vary from 15271
percent at vr = 0.6cs to about 20 percent at vr = 0.9cs from the static solution31.272
After the abrupt arrest at the rupture boundary, slip continues within the center of the ruptured273
region until the arrival of healing waves propagating from the boundaries. Accounting for the274










































giving the ratio t/T = 0.5. Note that for similar considerations with a perfectly symmetric rupture279

























with the same total duration T . The spatial average of the rise time is smaller in 3D given that281
a greater proportion of the rupture area consists of near-arrest portions of the rupture where slip282
durations are relatively short compared to the interior. In this case, the ratio of the average rise283
time to duration is t/T = 0.33, which is a modest adjustment of the 2D solution.284
Supplementary Text285
Energy Budget for Earthquakes286
The earthquake energy budget considers the partitioning of the total strain energy change287
∆W into the dissipated energy, EDiss, and the energy radiated away from the source region to the288
far-field, ER:289
∆W = EDiss + ER. (S20)
This relation can also be written per unit source area as:290
∆W/A = EDiss/A+ ER/A (S21)




(τ̄ini + τ̄fin)δ̄, (S22)

















In this study, we follow the work of Noda and Lapusta (2012)35, which provides an averaging292
methodology for constructing the average shear stress vs. slip diagrams, τ(δ′). The dissipated293
energy within the source volume can then be calculated by integrating the area under the average294






and the energy that is radiated outside of the source region as seismic waves is determined by the297
difference between the strain energy change and dissipated energy within the volume,298
ER = ∆W − EDiss. (S26)
While it is presumed that the radiated energy can be inferred from seismological observations24, 30, 43, 90–95,299
determining the total strain energy change and dissipated energy is challenging as it requires300
knowledge of the absolute stress levels throughout the source process. The dissipated energy is301
often partitioned further into the breakdown energy G44, 96 and the ”frictionally dissipated” energy302
EF/A. The breakdown energy G is thought to be the part of the dissipated energy that controls303
the dynamics of the rupture, often considered as the frictional analog of fracture energy from sin-304
gular and cohesive-zone models of dynamic fracture theory. The so-called frictionally dissipated305
energy EF is the remaining portion of the dissipated energy which is assumed to not affect the306
dynamics of the source process. Note that while the only source of dissipation in our simulations307
is through frictional resistance, natural shear ruptures can also experience contributions from dissi-308
pation within the surrounding volume, such as from the activation or production of damage during309
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ruptures. We partially approximate this effect by impose the velocity limit, as discussed in the310
Methods and Supplementary Materials.311
The averaging methodology for the representative shear stress vs. slip evolution during dynamic312
rupture can serve as the energy partitioning diagram as it preserves the total event energy quantities313
such as strain energy change, dissipated energy and therefore radiated energy. However it does not314
necessarily precisely preserve the average breakdown energy. The true average breakdown energy315













which is how we compute the average breakdown energy in our models. This is not necessarily319
equivalent to the breakdown energy reflected in the average diagram, since the minimum shear320
stress of the average curve does not have a simple relation to the minima of the curves of each rup-321
tured point. Numerical studies of crack-like ruptures including thermal pressurization found that322
these two averaged quantities give similar, but not identical results28. Therefore, the representation323
of G from the average energy diagram can illustrate the average breakdown energy but does not324
represent its exact value.325
Standard Analysis of Earthquake Energy Balance326
The standard earthquake energy analysis considers an idealized average stress vs. slip rupture327
model (Fig. 4 of the main text) in order to express energy-related quantities that are thought to be328
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relevant to the source dynamics in terms of potentially seismologically-inferable quantities, namely329
stress drop, average slip, and radiated energy. An important aspect of the analysis is the concept of330
”available energy,” or the energy associated with the breakdown process and radiation, effectively331
the energy thought to be relevant to the dynamics of the earthquake rupture24, 30, 43, 90–92, 94, 95. We332
can define the true available energy per unit area ∆W true0 /A as the sum of the breakdown energy333
(defined per unit source area) and radiated energy per unit source area:334
∆W true0 /A = G+ ER/A. (S28)
Given this definition, one can also compare the relative magnitudes of the breakdown and radiated335








The determination of the available energy is fairly straight forward given the idealized energy337
diagram of Fig. 430, 95, 97. In this idealized model, the shear stress evolution follows simplified linear338
slip weakening where stress drops linearly from an initial value τ ini until slip reaches a critical value339
Dc, at which the stress remains constant at τ dyn for the remainder of slip, with τ fin = τ dyn. The340
available energy in this case can be represented by:341




which we call the seismologically-inferable available energy, as it is based on quantities that can342
be inferred seismologically. Here δ is the average slip and ∆τ is the energy-based stress drop 35, 68:343


















This quantity can, and has been, estimated from seismological observations24, 95. Note that while345
0 ≤ ηtrueR ≤ 1 by definition, ηinfR can in principle exceed 1. In that sense, ηtrueR can be called a346
radiation efficiency but ηinfR is more accurately a radiation ratio
68.347
Within the context of the idealized rupture model represented by the standard energy diagram348
(Fig. 4), it can be seen that:349
∆W inf0 /A ≡
1
2
∆τ δ = ∆W − EF = ER/A+G ≡ ∆W true0 /A (S33)
Given this notion of available energy, there have also been attempts to estimate the average break-350
down energy G for natural earthquakes based on ∆W inf0 /A and ER/A
6, 24, 26. Assuming relations351
equivalent to the standard energy diagram, one can subtract the radiated energy ER/A from the352
seismologically-inferred available energy ∆W inf0 /A, thus leading to the seismologically-estimated353
breakdown energy Ginf:354
Ginf = ∆W inf0 /A− ER/A. (S34)










where µ is the shear modulus and M0 is the seismic moment of the event. The last term is propor-356
tional to the apparent stress, σA = µERM0
98.357
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Discrepancy between dynamic fault resistance and final post-earthquake stress: consequences358
for estimating energy-related quantities359
In our simulations, the final average shear stress is typically not the same as the dynamic360
level of shear stress, which is a potential issue with the standard energy analysis. This mismatch361
is due to either a dynamic stress undershoot, as typical for self-healing pulses, or a dynamic stress362
overshoot, as often the case for crack-like ruptures (Supplementary Fig. S2)27, 30, 99. Note that the363
two levels of stress are not expected to be linked physically, since the dynamic shear resistance364
is determined by a host of mechanisms acting during slip, such as rate-and-state friction, shear365
heating, fluid effects, etc, while the final static stress depends only on the initial stress and the final366
static slip.367
The discrepancy between the final stress and dynamic fault resistance can significantly affect368
the considerations of the earthquake energy balance. Here, we consider a few relevant simple369
modifications of the standard energy diagram and the resulting relationship between the inferable370
and true available energies, ∆W inf0 and ∆W
true
0 , respectively. Recall that the frictionally dissipated371
energy EF is defined as the energy dissipated below the lowest average dynamic level of shear372
stress τ dyn in the average stress vs. slip diagram. We can define an alternative form of the true373
available energy ∆Ŵ true0 based on the average stress vs. slip diagram:374
∆Ŵ true0 /A = ∆W/A− EF/A =
1
2
(τ̄ini + τ̄fin)δ̄ − τ̄dynδ̄. (S36)
Note that this expression for the true available energy is not necessarily the same as the previ-375
ous definition ∆W true0 /A ≡ ER/A + G, as mentioned earlier due to the complicated relationship376
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between the minimum of the average curve and the average of the local stress-slip curves which377
provide G. In addition, the relationship assumes that the fault does not recover appreciably from378
the minimum level of average dynamic stress before the final slip. Additional energy may be dis-379
sipated after the rupture reaches its minimum dynamic level of stress if it restrengthens with slip380
rather than only at the final slip. In our simulations we find that this effect is normally negligible381
compared to the other energy quantities and ∆Ŵ true0 ≈ ∆W true0 .382
If the rupture behavior includes a stress undershoot of size γ∆τ , as occurs in self-healing pulse-
like ruptures, ∆Ŵ true0 may be written in terms of γ∆τ and ∆W
inf
0 :
∆Ŵ true0 /A =
1
2
∆τ δ̄ + (τ̄fin − τ̄dyn)δ̄
= ∆W inf0 /A+ γ∆τ δ̄. (S37)
We see then that the ratio between the true and seismologically-inferable available energies de-383
pends on the extent of the over- or undershoot:384
∆Ŵ true0
∆W inf0
= 1 + 2γ. (S38)
If γ = 0, we have the idealized case and ∆Ŵ true0 = ∆W
inf
0 . If there is a non-negligible undershoot,385
then γ > 0 and ∆Ŵ true0 > ∆W
inf
0 . The ratio between the true and seismologically-inferable386
















Note that, for rupture behavior with a non-zero increase from τ ini to τ peak (called strength excess),389
the additional dissipated energy does not alter the available energy. This initial increase affects390
how available energy is partitioned into breakdown energy G and radiated energy ER/A, but does391
not change the actual available energy ∆W true0 of the rupture. The strength excess increases the392
breakdown energy G at the expense of radiated energy ER/A.393
The same argument can be made for rupture behaviors with an overshoot as is often the case394
with crack-like ruptures, and equation (S37) still applies, with negative values of γ. This behavior395
would result in ∆Ŵ true0 < ∆W
inf
0 but, in most simulations, |γ|  1 for crack-like ruptures, and thus396
∆W true0 ≈ ∆W inf0 . Numerical studies have shown that the seismologically estimated breakdown397
energy Ginf agrees well (within a factor of 2) with the true breakdown energy G for crack-like398
events incorporating thermal pressurization28, which is consistent with the simulations in this study399
(Supplementary Fig. S13).400
As we have seen, if the fault experiences a substantial stress undershoot, the available energy for
radiation and breakdown would be significantly underestimated. Let us consider the case where the
fault experiences a stress undershoot of magnitude γ∆τ and we can approximate the breakdown
energy as G ≈ 1
2







∆τ δ̄ + γ∆τ δ̄ − 1
2






= 1 + 2γ − (1 + γ)Dc/δ̄. (S41)





which would lead to inferable radiation efficiencies (more appropriately called ratios) of ηinfR >403
1. If γ > 1, meaning that the undershoot is larger than the average stress drop, then the stress404
undershoot is large enough that ER/A would always exceed ∆W inf0 , no matter the slip-weakening405
distance Dc. If ∆W inf0 ≈ ∆W true0 , as is the case for crack-like ruptures, then ηinfR ≈ ηtrueR . However,406
for a substantial undershoot, as is the case for self-healing pulse-like ruptures, one would expect407
ηinfR  ηtrueR .408
Notice that Ginf is also directly related to ηinfR :409
Ginf = ∆W inf0 /A− ER/A→
Ginf
∆W inf0 /A
= 1− ηinfR (S43)
Hence, if ∆W inf0 underestimates ∆W
true
0 , and we still subtract off ER/A, then we are left with410
a significant underestimation of the true breakdown energy G. Indeed, in the case of substantial411
undershoot, γ > 0.5, the radiated energy can exceed ∆W inf0 , therefore estimates ofG
inf will also be412
negative (Figure 4c of main text), which is physically inconsistent with the concept of breakdown413
energy.414
There is no simple way to calculate G reliably for self-healing pulse-like ruptures using current415
seismological observations. One approach has considered the case of a stress undershoot and416
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additionally assumed a complete coseismic stress loss (τ = 0) during large pulse-like events27. In417
that work, Gmax is defined as:418
Gmax = G









To calculate Gmax, the absolute final stress on the fault must be known (or assumed) and the dy-419
namic level of stress is assumed to be zero, thereby assuming that the available energy is the total420
strain energy change. This metric assumes that all of the dissipated energy is incorporated into421
the breakdown energy, hence it represents the maximum potential breakdown energy given the as-422
sumed absolute stress levels. Note that Gmax can dramatically overestimate G if the fault does not423
weaken to zero strength.424
Discrepancy between dynamic fault resistance and final post-earthquake stress: consequences
for apparent stress
The existence of stress undershoot/overshoot also affects the interpretation of apparent stress.
A number of seismological studies have associated variations in apparent stress with differences in
static stress drop25, 37, 38, 99. We can approximate the relationship between apparent stress and static














This relation shows that increasing static stress drop ∆τ indeed leads to increasing apparent stress,425
for the same γ andDc/δ. However, even if two ruptures have comparable static stress drop, the ap-426
parent stress would considerably differ if the two ruptures exhibit different undershoot/overshoot.427










. Assuming again thatDc is similar for the two429
cases, this would result in over a factor of 3 greater apparent stress for the undershoot of γ = 1.430
For γ = 2, this increases to at least a factor of 5.431
Our simulations indeed show that the ratio of radiated energy to moment, and thus apparent432
stress, increases for both increasing static stress drop and undershoot (Supplementary Fig. S3). In433
fact, ruptures with smaller static stress drops but considerable undershoot can have higher apparent434
stress than ruptures with larger static stress drops but mild to no undershoot. For example, if we435
examine crack-like ruptures and self-healing pulses in models with the same quasi-static strength,436
our simulated self-healing pulses tend to have smaller average static stress drops but higher ratios437
of radiated energy to moment in comparison to simulated crack-like ruptures (Supplementary Fig.438
S12).439
As the apparent stress is sensitive to both the static stress drop and degree of undershoot, ac-440
cording to our simulations, a (relatively high) radiated energy to moment ratio around 10−4 may441
be indicative of either a moderately sharp self-healing pulse with a standard stress drop around442
2 - 3 MPa and undershoot γ ≈ 1.5, or a crack-like rupture with negligble undershoot/overshoot443
and a larger stress drop of 10 - 15 MPa. The seismologically-inferable radiation efficiency scales444
the radiated energy by both the potency δA and static stress drop ∆τ , resulting in a single scalar445
quantity that may provide insight into the degree of stress undershoot and rupture style. While446
the inferable radiation efficiency is not a true efficiency, it describes a scaled energy measure with447
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reference to an idealized fracture model, providing a useful metric for how compatible the average448
source process is with a crack-like rupture (Fig. 3A and S4). Note that the discussed relationships449
between radiated energy, moment, static stress drop, and average slip depend on stress changes450
during the rupture but not the absolute stress levels (Supplementary Fig. S3-5).451
The relationship between apparent stress, stress undershoot and static stress drop emphasizes452
the need for improving constraints on static stress drops from large earthquakes. For example,453
apparent stress is inferred to be systematically higher for intraplate earthquakes, which also are454
typically inferred to have higher static stress drops23, 36, 37. The apparent stress is sometimes used455
as a constraint for inversions of static stress drop, where it is assumed that the static stress drop must456
be larger than the apparent stress, consistent with a stress overshoot for crack-like ruptures45, 100.457
The uncertainty of stress drops can be quite high; for example a Mw 6.5 intraplate earthquake458
offshore Northern California in 2010 has been inferred static stress drops between 2 and 20 MPa,459
with a high value of apparent stress around 7 MPa100. Note that the 7 MPa apparent stress with460
a lower-end estimate of static stress drop at 2 MPa results in a seismologically-inferable radiation461
efficiency (or radiation ratio) around 3, consistent with our relatively sharp simulated self-healing462
pulses and considerable undershoot. However, if the apparent stress is lower than the static stress463
drop, then the radiation ratio would be less than 1, consistent with crack-like ruptures and dynamic464
overshoot.465
Radiated energy from self-healing pulses: relation to local rupture behavior, qualitative con-466
sistency for different rupture arrest and for longer faults467
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The average stress-slip curves that we produce for our ruptures, including pulse-like, are rep-468
resentative of typical local behavior (Figs. S5 and S16). At the same time, the simulated pulses in469
this study are not steady but exhibit variations in local slip, slip rate, and rupture speed, resulting in470
seismic radiation and non-zero local static stress changes throughout the rupture process (Supple-471
mentary Figs. S5-6). Hence our simulated slip pulses are quite different from the theoretical case472
of an infinitely propagating steady pulse in which all the total strain energy change is dissipated473
within the source region, implying no net radiated energy. Note, however, that there is no notion474
of far-field radiation for an infinite fault given that the entire infinite domain is the source region.475
Moreover, the relevance of the infinitely propagating steady pulse model for natural earthquakes476
is not readily apparent, as not only the radiated energy but also static stress drop are zero for such477
models46. Several theoretical and numerical studies have examined such steady pulse propagation478
and shown that it is highly unstable, with pulses eventually dying or growing as a result of small479
perturbations in prestress101, 102.480
To study the effect of rupture nucleation and arrest on the radiated energy, we conduct simula-481
tions with different properties of the VS regions that surround our seismogenic region. Modifying482
the VS properties modifies the nucleation process as well as allows for smoother or more forcible483
arrest. We find that models with significantly different properties of the arresting regions produce484
qualitatively similar results for the radiated energy per moment (Supplementary Fig. S22).485
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Our simulations are performed with a 24-km velocity-weakening region due to computational486
limitations, given the long simulations to generate long earthquake sequences and resolution re-487
quired for such simulations with efficient enhanced weakening. The conclusions should hold for a488
longer fault as well, as we illustrate by considering a twice longer, 50-km velocity-weakening re-489
gion (Supplementary Figs. S7 and S23). In general, while the specific values of the average source490
properties such as average stress drop, slip, radiated energy and average breakdown energy may491
vary based on the geometry and properties of the fault, the main findings presented in this study492
should be qualitatively consistent, in that any conditions that result in an average stress undershoot,493
or larger average dynamic stress changes than static stress changes, would result in higher radiated494
energy for the same average slip and static stress drop.495
On crack-like vs. pulse-like ruptures496
We find that self-healing pulses require higher average prestress than crack-like ruptures to497
achieve the same average dynamic stress levels and static stress drops. Crack-like ruptures within498
our simulations experience relatively minor under/overshoot with respect to their static stress drop,499
therefore the average initial stress in the rupture area is around one static stress drop away from the500
average dynamic resistance level:501
τ ini ≈ τ dyn + ∆τ . (S46)
In contrast, self-healing pulse-like ruptures experience a substantial undershoot γ, such that the502
average initial stress is significantly more than one stress drop away from the average dynamic503
resistance level:504
τ ini = τ dyn + (1 + γ)∆τ . (S47)
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where γ ≥ 0.5. Therefore, self-healing pulses have higher average prestress than crack-like rup-505
tures, for the same average dynamic stress levels and static stress drops. This consideration implies506
a minimum average initial stress that is needed for self-healing pulses; if we take τ dyn = 0 MPa as507
the minimum dynamic stress level, then the minimum average initial stress for a self-healing pulse508
is τminini = (1 + γ)∆τ . So for a minimum stress drop of 1 MPa, the average initial stress must be509
τ ini ≥ (1 + γ) MPa.510
Another implication is that crack-like ruptures have larger stress drops than self-healing pulses,511
for the same average initial stress and dynamic stress levels (Supplementary Fig. S23). This is512
because ∆τ pulse = (τ ini − τ dyn) /(1 + γ), whereas ∆τ crack ≈ τ ini − τ dyn, resulting in the relation,513
∆τ crack ≈ (1 + γ)∆τ pulse, (S48)
given the same average initial and dynamic stress levels. It is then apparent that the crack-like514
ruptures must have lower average initial stress for crack-like ruptures and self-healing pulse-like515
ruptures to have similar average dynamic stress levels and static stress drops.516
Note that all ruptures nucleate in regions of relatively high stress, close the the quasi-static517
strength (Supplementary Fig. S1). However, enhanced weakening allows for larger dynamic stress518
changes at the rupture front which facilitates rupture propagation over regions of the fault with519
lower prestress. In the case of persistently weak faults, the stress changes at the rupture front are520
more mild, requiring prestress levels to be not too far from the quasi-static strength for the rupture521
to propagate (Supplementary Fig. S1B).522
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We find that fault models with high quasi-static strength and ultra-efficient dynamic weakening523
can support crack-like ruptures at fairly low levels of shear prestress, in which case they can have524
reasonable stress drops. The reasoning is as follows. Theoretical and numerical studies have shown525
that ruptures can take the form of self-healing pulses, provided that the background shear stress is526
around or below a critical stress level τ pulse that depends on the properties of dynamic weakening527
22, 103. In other words, there exists a critical background stress level τ pulse, below which, if a rupture528
is to propagate, it can only propagate as a self-healing pulse. As the efficiency of the weakening529
increases, τ pulse decreases. Hence if the weakening is quite efficient, then τ pulse can be near-zero,530
and crack-like ruptures may be able to propagate at fairly low levels of shear stress (even though531
the levels would have to be higher than τ pulse).532
Let us consider a fault model (Model A) with an effective confining stress of 100 MPa and533
efficient thermal pressurization (Λ = 0.34 MPa/K and αhy = 10−3 m2/s), resulting in self-healing534
pulses. Now consider another fault model (Model B) with similar physical conditions, except535
with more efficient thermal pressurization (Λ = 0.5 MPa/K and αhy = 10−6 m2/s). In such536
conditions, the crack-like rupture in Model B is able to propagate with an average initial stress537
that is even lower than the self-healing pulse in Model A (Supplementary Fig. S8), with both538
ruptures propagating through average prestress well below the quasi-static strength (∼70 MPa),539
and therefore consistent with (H1) quasi-statically strong but dynamically weak fault operation.540
Both ruptures experience large dynamic stress changes at the rupture front, increasing to peak stress541
levels around 100 MPa, and then dramatically weakening to shear resistance levels around or below542
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10 MPa due to thermal pressurization. The self-healing pulse dramatically weakens and then heals543
such that the static stress change is much smaller than the dynamic stress change (Supplementary544
Fig. S9). In contrast, the local shear stress within the crack-like rupture drops dramatically and545
stays low, with comparable local static and dynamic stress changes (Supplementary Fig. S9). The546
two ruptures have comparable static stress drops and average slip, and are compatible with (H1),547
operating at sliding resistance levels well below the same quasi-static strength. However, the self-548
healing pulse results in a substantial stress undershoot and therefore radiates considerably more549
energy, whereas the radiated energy for the crack-like rupture in Model B is comparable to those550
of milder crack-like ruptures with similar stress drop and slip, as well as seismological inferences.551
While this example illustrates that the propagation of crack-like ruptures at stress levels much552
lower than the quasi-static strength is theoretically possible, the physical plausibility of such mech-553
anism on natural faults is a topic for further exploration. In particular, such behavior would require554
substantially more efficient enhanced weakening than typically considered6, 13, 32, 57, which may be555
potentially suppressed, for example by the evolution of rock permeability or energy loss from556
damage production, during dynamic rupture.557
One implication of the possibility for crack-like ruptures with efficient enhanced weakening558
propagating on quasi-statically strong, but dynamically weak faults is that they may exhibit com-559
parable average source properties, such as static stress drops, average slip, radiated energy, ap-560
parent stress and seismologically inferable breakdown energies, as more mild crack-like ruptures561
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on persistently weak faults (Fig. 2D vs. Supplementary Fig. S8D). This poses a challenge for562
discriminating the local physical behavior of natural earthquakes from more remote teleseismic563
observations alone. However, the larger dynamic stress changes near the rupture front for both self-564
healing pulse-like ruptures and crack-like ruptures with efficient enhanced weakening would likely565
result in stronger near-fault ground motion (Supplementary Figs. S10A and S11). Indeed, the566
fault-parallel particle acceleration spectral amplitudes near the center of these ruptures on quasi-567
statically strong, dynamically weak faults in our models can be about a factor of 5 times those for568
the milder crack-like rupture on a persistently weak fault between 1 - 10 Hz (Fig. 9B). Note that569
high-frequency motions may also be considerably damped by the presence of off-fault inelastic570
deformation (Supplementary Fig. S10 B and Fig. S11 C-D) and attenuation, as well as enhanced571
by the presence of strong heterogeneities in both the rupture process and elastic bulk58, 104. The572
expected near-fault ground motions from models with varying degrees of efficiency in enhanced573
weakening and rupture styles warrants more detailed study.574
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575
Fig. S1: Stress distributions before and after dynamic rupture for models of low-stress, low576
heat fault operation. Distribution of the initial (grey) and final (blue) shear stress along the fault577
for (A) a self-healing pulse-like rupture on a (H1) quasi-statically strong but dynamically weak578
fault, and (B) a crack-like rupture on a (H2) persistently weak fault. Both ruptures have similar579
average static stress drops around 7-8 MPa, and nucleate in a region with stress levels close to580
their respective quasi-static strength (grey bar). For the self-healing pulse (A), most of the fault is581
far below the quasi-static strength, whereas for the crack-like rupture the entire rupture region is582
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Fig. S2: Average shear stress versus slip for a representative crack-like rupture (same as585
Figure 2D but on enlarged scale). The average shear stress versus slip curve also serves as586
the energy partitioning diagram for the crack-like rupture. Crack-like ruptures typically exhibit a587
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Fig. S3. Relationship between radiated energy, seismic moment, static stress drop and stress592
undershoot. (Left) Ratio of radiated energy to moment versus seismologically inferable available593
energy for simulated ruptures. Circles indicate models with average quasi-static strength τ strength594
below 20 MPa, squares indicate those with τ strength between 20 and 60 MPa and triangles indicate595
models with τ strength greater than 60 MPa. (Right) Radiated energy to moment ratio versus 2D596
moment density for simulated ruptures. Ruptures are colored by A) average static stress drop, B)597

































































Average quasi-static strength, τstrength  = fss(Vplate ) (σ - pint) 
τstrength  ≤ 20 MPa
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Fig. S4. The relationship between rupture mode and inferable radiation efficiency. (A)600
The relationship between inferable radiation efficiency and undershoot does not depend on the601
absolute stress levels. Circles indicate models with average quasi-static strength τ strength below 20602
MPa, squares indicate those with τ strength between 20 and 60 MPa and triangles indicate models603
with τ strength greater than 60 MPa. B) Our simulated crack-like ruptures result in inferable radiation604
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608
Fig S5: Relationship between local and average stress versus slip behavior for a self-healing609
pulse. (A) Evolution of accumulated slip during a representative self-healing pulse-like rupture610
with thermal pressurization TP1. Slip is contoured every 0.25 s. (B) Average shear stress vs. slip611
behavior. The local behavior in all ruptures is variable, however we use the averaging methodology612
of Noda and Lapusta (2012) to construct the average shear stress vs. slip behavior and illustrate613
averaged source parameters. (C-G) The local evolution of shear stress with slip at five different614
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Fig S6: Evolution of slip pulse throughout the rupture process. (A) Evolution of accumulated617
slip during a representative self-healing pulse-like rupture with thermal pressurization TP1. Slip618
is contoured every 0.25 s. (B) Average shear stress vs. slip behavior. (C-G) The local evolution619
of slip rate with time at five different points throughout the rupture indicating the development of620
pulse and non-steady local behavior. As the rupture accelerates the pulse becomes sharper, with621
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623
Fig S7: Relationship between local and average stress versus slip behavior for a self-healing624
pulse on a longer fault. (A) Evolution of accumulated slip during a representative self-healing625
pulse-like rupture with thermal pressurization TP1 on a longer fault with a 50-km VW region.626
Slip is contoured every 0.5 s. (B) Average shear stress vs. slip behavior. The local behavior in627
all ruptures is variable, however we use the averaging methodology of (Noda and Lapusta, 2012)628
to construct the average shear stress vs. slip behavior and illustrate averaged source parameters.629
(C-E) The local evolution of shear stress with slip at five different points throughout the rupture.630
The general behavior is qualitatively similar to the self-healing pulses with similar properties on631
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Fig. S8: Energy partitioning for self-healing pulse and ultra-enhanced-weakening crack-635
like rupture. (A-B) Evolution of slip along the fault for a self-healing pulse-like rupture (A)636
and crack-like rupture (B) with more efficient enhanced weakening. Contours are plotted every637
0.25 s and the gray shading illustrates a portion of the fault that is slipping during a 0.25-second638
interval. (C-D) The corresponding average evolution of shear stress vs. slip illustrating the radiated639
energy (blue shading), as well as the dissipated energy, which is further separated into the average640
breakdown energy (dark gray shading) and residual dissipated energy (light gray shading). The641
seismologically-inferable available energy (red-dashed triangle) illustrates that the two ruptures642
have similar static stress drop and average slip. The crack-like rupture with efficient enhanced643
weakening experiences large dynamic stress changes at the rupture front but remains at very low644




Fig. S9: Local behavior during a self-healing pulse and crack-like rupture. (A-B) Evolution648
of slip rate with time at an individual point in the center of a self-healing pulse-like rupture (A)649
and crack-like rupture (B) with more efficient enhanced weakening. Both ruptures experience a650
rapid acceleration of slip as the rupture front arrives, however, local sliding is very short in the651
self-healing pulse-like rupture before the point quickly relocks, whereas the point continues to slip652
with seismic slip rates (1 m/s) until the arrival of healing waves from the boundary in the crack-653
like rupture. (C-D) Evolution of shear stress with time for the same points as in (A-B). Both points654
have initially low prestress before the arrival of the stress concentration at the rupture front. The655
self-healing pulse dramatically weakens and then heals such that the static stress change is much656
smaller than the dynamic stress change. In contrast, the shear stress at the point in the crack-like657
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Fig. S10: Particle motion for self-healing pulse and crack-like ruptures. (A) Particle velocity661
vs. time in the center of the rupture region (z = 0) for a representative self-healing pulse on a quasi-662
statically strong, dynamically weak fault (H1,red, Fig. 2C), crack-like rupture on a persistently663
weak fault (H2, black, Fig. 2D), and crack-like rupture on a quasi-statically strong, dynamically664
weak fault (H1, blue, Fig. S8D). (B) The approximation of off-fault plasticity (Vlim = 15 m/s)665
reduces the sharp peak in particle velocity associated with the passing of the rupture front, which666
corresponds to high frequency motion above 1 Hz (Fig. S11C-D).667
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668
Fig. S11: Particle motion spectra for self-healing pulse and crack-like ruptures. (A-B) Par-669
ticle velocity and acceleration spectral amplitudes in the center of the rupture region (z = 0) for670
a representative self-healing pulse on a quasi-statically strong, dynamically weak fault (H1, red,671
Fig. 2C), crack-like rupture on a persistently weak fault (H2, black, Fig. 2D), and crack-like rup-672
ture on a quasi-statically strong, dynamically weak fault (H1, blue, Fig. S8D). Both ruptures on673
quasi-statically strong, dynamically weak faults experience larger and more rapid dynamic stress674
changes resulting in more pronounced high-frequency ground motion above 1 Hz. (C-D) High-675
frequency motions can be considerably damped by the inclusion of approximations for off-fault676
plasticity (Vlim = 15 m/s), however this may be concentrated towards higher frequencies than typi-677
cally considered for many seismological and strong ground motion studies.678
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679
Fig. S12: Self-healing pulses and crack-like ruptures in models with comparable quasi-static680
strength. (A-B) The average evolution of shear stress vs. slip for a representative self-healing681
pulse and crack-like rupture with the same low quasi-static strength conditions (the effective nor-682
mal stress of 25 MPa, models TP6a and TP 7b. The self-healing pulse results in a smaller static683
stress drop and average slip than the crack-like rupture with similar quasi-static strength and com-684
parable dynamic resistance. However, the self-healing pulse has a considerable undershoot com-685
pared to its static stress drop. (C-D) Despite simulated self-healing pulses having lower average686
static stress drops than crack-like ruptures with the same quasi-static strength and comparable dy-687
namic resistance, the radiated energy to moment ratios for the pulse-like ruptures are much larger688
than those for the crack-like ruptures. E) Progressively sharper pulses experience greater average689
stress undershoot, resulting in more radiated energy for the same static stress drop and moment. In690
panels (C-E), the grayed-out backgrounds show results from all models as in Fig. 2.691
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Fig. S13: Seismologically-inferable versus true breakdown energies for crack-like ruptures.694
Comparison of seismologically-inferable and true average breakdown energies for simulated crack-695
like ruptures with average stress overshoot/undershoot within 0.5∆τ . Inferable breakdown ener-696
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Fig. S14. Model set up for simulations of earthquake sequences and slow slip with and699
without enhanced dynamic weakening. (A) The fault is composed of a velocity-weakening700
(VW) seismogenic region surrounded by two velocity-strengthening (VS) sections. A fixed plate701
rate is prescribed outside of these regions. (B) We incorporate enhanced dynamic weakening due702
to the thermal pressurization of pore fluids by calculating the evolution of temperature and pore703
fluid pressure due to shear heating and off-fault diffusion throughout our simulations. (C) A short704
section of the accumulated slip history for simulated sequences of crack-like earthquake ruptures705
and aseismic slip from the same simulation as rupture of Figure 2. Seismic events are illustrated in706
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709
Fig S15: Averaging local on-fault behavior for entire rupture, for comparison with seismo-710
logical observations. (A) Evolution of accumulated slip during a representative crack-like rupture711
with thermal pressurization. (B-D) The local evolution of shear stress with slip at three represen-712
tative points showing: (B) the milder stress evolution during initial nucleation including preslip,713
(C) stress concentration followed by continuous weakening during typical rupture propagation,714
and (D) negative static stress drop near the arrest of the rupture. (E) Average shear stress vs. slip715
behavior which resembles the shape of the typical propagation location. The local behavior in all716
ruptures is variable, however we use the averaging methodology of (Noda and Lapusta, 2012) to717
construct the average shear stress vs. slip behavior and illustrate averaged source parameters.718
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Fig S16: Relationship between local and average stress versus slip behavior for a crack-like720
rupture. (A) Evolution of accumulated slip during a representative crack-like rupture with thermal721
pressurization TP6a. Slip is contoured every 0.25 s. (B) Average shear stress vs. slip behavior. The722
local behavior in all ruptures is variable, however we use the averaging methodology of Noda and723
Lapusta (2012) to construct the average shear stress vs. slip behavior and illustrate averaged source724
parameters. (C-E) The local evolution of shear stress with slip at three different points throughout725
the rupture. (F-H) The local evolution of slip rate with time at the same points.726
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Fig. S17. Monitoring changes in fault temperature throughout sequences of earthquakes.728
The history of maximum temperature increase along the fault during the three simulations shown729
in Figure 3B-C in the main text. The three fault models are representative cases for (H1) a quasi-730
statically strong, dynamically weak fault (black lines), (H2) a persistently weak fault (red lines),731
and a persistently strong fault (blue lines). The models consistent with low-heat, low-stress hypoth-732
esis (H1) and (H2) maintain maximum temperature changes below 1000o C, whereas the tempera-733
ture changes for the persistently strong fault routinely increases over 2000o C during large ruptures,734
given the shear zone width of 10 mm. Note that we can reduce the maximum fault temperatures in735
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737
Fig. S18. Expected temperature rise due to shear heating. Peak temperature rise at varying738
dynamic levels of shear resistance and degrees of shear localization after 5 meters (right) and 1739
meter (left) of slip at a fixed slip velocity of 1 m/s. For shear localized within layers of 1 mm half-740
width, resistance levels must be lower than 10 MPa even for 1 meter of slip to avoid temperature741
rises above 1000 0C.742
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743
Fig. S19: Using local velocity limit as an approximation for off-fault plasticity. (A-B) Ac-744
cumulation of slip during two dynamic ruptures with the same prestress in simulations without745
(A) and with (B) an imposed velocity limit utilized to mimic effects of off-fault plasticity. (C-D)746
Local slip rate versus time (C) and shear stress versus slip (D) at a point near the center of the747
simulated ruptures (denoted by star in A and B). The initial weakening behavior is preserved for a748
velocity limit of 15 m/s, however, the restricted dynamics lowers the weakening rate, increases the749
breakdown energy G, limits the amount of slip during the rupture, resulting in a milder pulse.750
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751
Fig. S20: Long-term behavior of simulations with velocity limit. (A-B) Average shear stress vs.752
slip diagrams for events with similar stress drop and slip after long-term simulations of sequences753
of seismic and aseismic slip without (A) and with (B) a velocity limit to mimic the effects of754
off-fault plasticity. The average curve for the rupture with the velocity limit in (B) is overlain755
on (A) as a red-dashed contour for comparison. Initial weakening is generally consistent but is756
constrained by the velocity limit, resulting in more continuous weakening and mildly larger G.757
The higher initial stress also results in greater overall undershoot and higher ER/A. (C-D) The758
general accumulation of slip within each event is similar for the long-term behavior of simulations759
without (C) and with (D) the velocity limit. (E) The average shear stress is higher in simulations760
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Fig. S21: Relationship between radiation efficiency, available energy and stress undershoot.763
Comparison of seismologically-inferable and true radiation efficiencies as a function of stress un-764
dershoot. As the average undershoot exceeds 0.5 of the static stress drop, the inferable radiation765
efficiency exceeds the true efficiency by more than a factor of 2.766
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767
Fig. S22. Effect of velocity-strengthening regions on average source properties. (A-C) Repre-768
sentative self-healing pulses with comparable average slip in models TP7 with varying VS proper-769
ties. (D-F) Corresponding average stress-slip diagrams that illustrate the energy partitioning for the770
ruptures in (A-C). Regions with strong VS properties (aV S = 0.05) arrest rupture propagation over771
shorter distances than those with relatively weaker VS properties (aV S = 0.0125), resulting in mild772
differences in average source properties such as the average slip and stress drop. (G-I) The scaling773
relationships between the average source properties are generally consistent among models with774
varying VS properties (TP 4,6 and 7), with ruptures exhibiting larger average undershoot radiating775
more energy for the same static stress drop and average slip. Models with relatively strong VS776
properties (aV S = 0.05) are denoted by circles, while models with aV S = 0.025 and aV S = 0.0125777
are denoted by triangles and squares, respectively. The grayed-out backgrounds show results from778
all models as in Fig. 2.779
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Reference model of
idealized elliptical 2D crack
with constant rupture speed 
(Madariaga, BSSA 1976)
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780
Fig. S23: Consistency of radiated energy scaling for different fault lengths. (A-B) Self-healing781
pulses propagating over a 50-km VW region (squares) result in systematically lower static stress782
drops than those propagating over a 24-km VW region and result in mildly sharper pulses with783
shorter rise time to rupture duration. C) While the specific slip and stress distributions for different784
rupture sizes vary, they exhibit a consistent trend in higher radiated energy with increasing stress785
undershoot for the same average slip and stress.786
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Parameter Symbol Value
Loading slip rate Vplate 10−9 m/s
Shear wave speed cs 3299 m/s
Shear modulus µ 36 GPa
Thermal diffusivity αth 10−6 m2/s
Specific heat ρc 2.7 MPa/K
Rate-and-state parameters
Reference slip velocity V∗ 10−6 m/s
Reference friction coefficient f∗ 0.6
Rate-and-state direct effect (VW) a 0.010
Rate-and-state evolution effect (VW) b 0.015
Rate-and-state direct effect (VS) a 0.050
Rate-and-state evolution effect (VS) b 0.003
Length scales
Fault length λ 96 km
Frictional domain λfr 72 km
Velocity-weakening region λVW 24 km
Cell size ∆z 3.3 m
Quasi-static cohesive zone Λ0 84 m
Nucleation size (Rice & Ruina, 1983) h∗RR 226 m
Nucleation size (Rubin & Ampuero, 2005) h∗RA 550 m
787
Table S1: Parameters for all simulations unless specified otherwise.788
Parameter Symbol RS 1 RS 2 RS 3 RS 4
Interseismic effective normal stress σ̄ = (σ − pint) 100 MPa 50 MPa 20 MPa 10 MPa
Reference friction coefficient f∗ 0.12 0.12 0.6 0.6
Characteristic slip L 5 mm 2.5 mm 1 mm 0.5 mm
Shear zone half-width w 10 mm 1 mm 10 mm 1mm
Quasi-static cohesive zone Λ0 106 m 106m 106 m 106 m
Nucleation size (Rice & Ruina, 1983) h∗RR 282 m 282 m 282 m 282 m
Nucleation size (Rubin & Ampuero, 2005) h∗RA 688 m 688 m 688 m 688 m
789
Table S2: Parameters for models with only standard rate-and-state friction, without enhanced790
dynamic weakening.791
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Parameter Symbol TP 1 TP 2 TP3
Interseismic effective normal stress σ̄ = (σ − pint) 100 MPa 100 MPa 100 MPa
Rate-and-state direct effect (VS) a 0.05 0.05 0.05
Characteristic slip L 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm
Shear zone half-width w 10 mm 10 mm 10 mm
Hydraulic diffusivity αhy 10−3 m2/s 10−4 m2/s 10−5 m2/s
Coupling coefficient Λ 0.34 MPa/K 0.34 MPa/K 0.34 MPa/K
TP 4ab TP 5
Interseismic effective normal stress σ̄ = (σ − pint) 50 MPa 50 MPa
Rate-and-state direct effect (VS) a 0.025, 0.05 0.05
Characteristic slip L 2 mm 2 mm
Shear zone half-width w 1 mm 1 mm
Hydraulic diffusivity αhy 10−4m2/s 10−5 m2/s
Coupling coefficient Λ 0.34 MPa/K 0.34 MPa/K
TP 6ab TP 7abc TP8
Interseismic effective normal stress σ̄ = (σ − pint) 25 MPa 25 MPa 25 MPa
Rate-and-state direct effect (VS) a 0.025, 0.05 0.0125, 0.025, 0.05 0.05
Characteristic slip L 1 mm 1 mm 1 mm
Shear zone half-width w 10 mm 1 mm 10 mm
Hydraulic diffusivity αhy 10−4m2/s 10−4m2/s 10−4 m2/s
Coupling coefficient Λ 0.34 MPa/K 0.34 MPa/K 0.1 MPa/K
792
Table S3: Parameters for models with thermal pressurization of pore fluids.793
Parameter Symbol FW1
Interseismic effective normal stress σ̄ = (σ − pint) 25 MPa
Characteristic slip L 1 mm
Shear zone half-width w 1 mm
Characteristic weakening velocity Vw 0.14 m/s
Residual dynamic friction fw 0.12
794
Table S4: Parameters for models with flash weakening.795
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Parameter Symbol M2
Fault length λ 192 km
Frictional domain λfr 168 km
Velocity-weakening region λVW 50 km
Cell size ∆z 3.3 m
796
Table S5: Length scales for longer fault model with thermal pressurization parameters TP1.797
Earthquake Refs EtR (J) E
r
R (J) M0 (N-m) L x W (km) δ (m) ∆τM (MPa)
San Fernando 1971 21, 72, 73 − 1.5e+15 7.0e+18 12 x 14 1.2 8.1
Coyote Lake 1979 21, 72, 73 − 4.6e+13 3.5e+17 6 x 6 0.5 4.1
Imperial Valley 1979 26, 74 − 5.9e+14 6.7e+18 35 x 15 0.4 1.7
Morgan Hill 1986 21, 72, 73 − 1.4e+14 2.1e+18 20 x 8 0.4 2.9
Loma Prieta 1989 26, 75 5.4e+14 2.7e+15 3.1e+19 40 x 17 1.5 4.8
Landers 1992 26, 76 3.0e+15 1.2e+16 7.7e+19 65 x 15 2.6 7.6
Northridge 1994 26, 77 3.1e+14 1.2e+15 1.3e+19 15 x 20 1.4 6.3
Kobe 1995 26, 78 8.5e+14 1.5e15 2.4e+19 60 x 20 0.7 1.7
Hector Mine 1999 26, 79 2.6e+15 3.2e+15 6.3e+19 41 x 13 3.9 15.5
Tottori 2000 80, 81 1.8e+15 1.3e+15 1.2e+19 30 x 20 0.7 2.3
Denali 2002 82, 83 3.6e+16 − 7.6e+20 292 x 18 4.8 10.4
Fukuoka 2005 84, 85 − 6.5e+14 1.2e+19 26 x 18 0.9 3.3
Kumamoto 2016 48, 86 − 2.1e+15 5.1e+19 40 x 15 2.8 9.5
Izmit 1999 87, 88 6.0e+15 − 2.1e20 70 x 15 6.7 18.6
798
Table S6: Seismologically inferred source parameters for large crustal earthquakes compiled and799
derived from the indicated references. Radiated energy estimate is denoted as regional ErR or800
teleseismic EtR, where available. The rupture length L and width W are approximated from slip801
distributions of finite fault inversions in the given references. Average slip is estimated from these802
parameters as δ = M0/(µA), with rigidity µ = 3×1010 N-m−2, and the moment-based stress drop803
is estimated as a rectangular source region as ∆τM = CM0/A3/2, where C takes values of 2.53,804
3.02, and 5.21 for aspect ratios of 1, 4 and 16, respectively68.805
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Video S1: Evolution of shear stress during a self-healing pulse-like rupture on a quasi-806
statically strong but dynamically weak fault.807
Evolution of shear stress (black line) along the fault during a self-healing pulse-like rupture on a808
quasi-statically strong but dynamically weak fault (H1). The video illustrates the changes in shear809
stress with respect to the initial (gray) and final (blue) shear stresses, as well as the quasi-static810
strength (red). The initial stress on the majority of the fault is far below the quasi-static strength,811
except for the region in which the rupture nucleates, which is small compared to the total rupture812
area. As the rupture front crosses the seismogenic (VW) region, each point experiences a large813
dynamic stress increase towards ∼100 MPa and then drops to low levels below 10 MPa. Only814
a small portion of the fault slips at a given time as the shear resistance heals behind the rupture815
front and the fault relocks, resulting in higher final stress levels than the level of shear resistance at816
which most of the slip occurred.817
Video S2: Evolution of shear stress during a crack-like rupture on a persistently weak818
fault.819
Evolution of shear stress (black line) along the fault during a mild crack-like rupture on a persis-820
tently weak fault (H2). The initial shear stress over the entire rupture region is within 1-2 times the821
static stress drop (7.3 MPa) away from the quasi-static strength. Slip continues within the regions822
behind the rupture front until the rupture front is arrested in the VS region on the other side of the823
seismogenic (VW) region, and healing waves redistribute stress and arrest slip. All conventions824
follow Video S1.825
Video S3: Scaled evolution of shear stress during a crack-like rupture rupture on a persis-826
tently weak fault.827
Evolution of shear stress (black line) along the fault for the same mild crack-like rupture as shown828
in Video S2, however with the shear stress axis rescaled to emphasize the dynamic stress changes829
during the rupture. Slip continues within the regions behind the rupture front until the rupture front830
is arrested in the VS region on the other side of the seismogenic (VW) region, and healing waves831
redistribute stress and arrest slip, resulting in a dynamic overshoot throughout most of the ruptured832
region. All conventions follow Videos S1 and S2.833
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